May 11, 2015

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF EXPERT PROFESSIONAL PLANNING SERVICES FOR THE REPLACEMENT OF AIRTRAIN AT NEWARK LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON AN “AS-NEEDED” BASIS (RFP 42022) – ADDENDUM # 1

Dear Sir or Madam:

The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey hereby amends the subject Request for Proposal (RFP) letter, dated May 4, 2015 as follows:

In the RFP Letter:
Page 1, after the first paragraph, skip a line and insert the following paragraph:

Proposers are advised, that while not currently anticipated, nothing herein shall preclude the Authority from determining at a subsequent point in time, that performance of the services contemplated hereunder gives rise to the existence of, or the appearance of, a conflict of interest, and thereby conclude that the firm(s) selected for performance of the subject services, are expressly precluded from participation in, or the performance of, other EWR Airtrain Replacement contracting opportunities. Your attention is directed to paragraph 30, of the attached Standard Agreement.

The due date of this RFP remains May 27th at 2:00 P.M.

If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Jessica Smith at JLSmith@panynj.gov

Sincerely,

David Gutierrez, CPPO
Manager, Construction Projects
Procurement Department